
Ashy Ball - Saturday 28th May
A special thanks to everyone who bought tickets for this event. It is 

going to be a great evening and I look forward to seeing you all 

there on the night.

UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS



Under 8 Black

Under 9 Green

Under 12 Green

Under 11 Green

Under 12 Black

James Paglia - James is an enthusiastic participant and trains well. He has a long and accurate kick and has 

already shown great improvement during the games.

Gus Simpfendorfer - Gus has been playing consistently well this season. He has improved his game immensely 

and has been listening to instructions and playing good team footy.

Charlie Nancarrow - A great start to the season, showing strong offensive play kicking some great goals, while 

also providing great run and ferocious tackling for the team.
Calvin Lehr - For showing great persistence and all round improvement as well as playing with outstanding 

spirit and attitude when playing for the opposition team as an even up player.

PLAYER MILESTONESPLAYER MILESTONESPLAYER MILESTONESPLAYER MILESTONES

RISING STAR WINNERSRISING STAR WINNERSRISING STAR WINNERSRISING STAR WINNERS
Josh Murray - Josh loves the contest, sees ball and gets ball no matter what position he plays in. Josh just loves 

playing footy with his mates.

RISING STAR WINNERSRISING STAR WINNERSRISING STAR WINNERSRISING STAR WINNERS



Under 8 Green

Under 15 Boys

Under 10 Green

Under 9 Teal

Youth Girls

Under 13 Green

Under 13 Red

Under 15 Girls Green

Under 8 Red

Under 9 Red

Under 10 White

Under 14 Black

Paddy Byrne - Paddy started the year a little unsure but has really found his feet in the last few rounds. The 

highlight, and perhaps turning point, was the Round 2 game again Glen Iris when late in the game Paddy got to 

the ball first and received a free kick for a push in the back. Paddy calmly got up and kicked the goal - his first 

for the year. A real high point for Paddy and he has continued to improve in Rounds 3 and 4.

Tom Briggs - Hasn't played forward much in his career and with a new role of the key forward he has kicked 7 

in the first 4 weeks while being a presence everywhere on the ground.

Archie Woods - Two weeks in a row of great performances in the forward line - settled in, pressuring the 

opposition, and kicking and setting up goals.

Roshan Gunatilake - Roshan has a huge right foot and has shown great courage on the field. In round 1 he 

received a knock to the head but chose to stay on the field. He also has fit into the team well after having come 

from another school.

Victoria Wilson-Wall - Victoria is an athletic midfielder who much like dominates the centre clearances with 

her high possession count and evasive skills. A great overhead mark, her accurate foot skills make her a handful 

for the opposition each week.

Hudson Clooney - Hudson puts his body on the line at every contest to win possession for either himself or 

team mates. His competitiveness is first class, and the way he encourages his team mates is outstanding. 

Hudson is the ultimate team man. Well done Huddo great start to the season.

Lachy Capp "Guns" - Lachy has been a great contributor in the first 4 games and even though we are yet to win 

a game he has played his heart out. He always is in there having a crack. Loved his works I far and hope that he 

can continue his form.

Isabella Taylor - In only 4 games, is now playing with the confidence to attack the footy that comes with years 

of experience.

Harvey McArthur - Has been the most consistent performer across Rounds 1-4, narrowly missing the best 

player award in each game. Always runs straight at the ball, never gives up and has an awesome approach to 

training.

Thomas Wrathall (aka Dozer) - Great team player, who's attack on the ball is second to none. Tom's working 

hard on his kicking and is a star in the making.

Angus Cutfield - Angus embodies the spirit, effort, teamwork and pressure that are the foundations of our 

team. He is a real warrior on the oval and gives absolutely everything he has got every week. Head over the 

ball, thundering tackles and a reliable mark and kick, he has been a star this season so far and we are confident 

he will be for the rest of the year.

Ted McCarthy - Ted has been given on ball role in the team this season, his play around stoppages and hard 

running to assist teammates is a big part of why the Blacks are undefeated. Teds keenness at training has 

reflected in his improved game play, earning him our Rising Star award.



Under 14 Red

Under 13 Black

Under 15 Girls Red

Under 11 Black

Youth Girls

Coach: Andrew Scott

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton 0 0 0 3.3-21

St Marys 0 0 0 13.6-84

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Ben Tricarico - Smallest guy on the ground showing the toughest brand of football. Kicking goals, stopping 

goals, taking bumps. What a leader

Stephanie Hunt - She has grown in confidence with her ability. Now after 4 games is believing in herself that 

she truly does belong in this team. Nervous at start now brimming with confidence which is showing more with 

every game.

Preston "Cappa" Burns - Plays consistently well with skill and determination to burn. He plays with passion and 

Heart and just past his 50 game Milestone. Loves his team , loves the club and loves Footy

Nick Bennett - 4 consistent games down back and each quarter has contributed his own good play and team 

structures. Training also excellent

Results

Pacey Jackson Emmy Jackson Emily Roos Victoria Wilson-Wall

Pacey Jackson for sacrificing her goal scoring desires so that she could be in the thick of the action at Full Back and help reduce the damage but the St Mary's 

forwards.

Maggie Minchen Millie Klingbiel Steph Harvey

Maggie Minchen

Pacey Jackon busting out of the defensive goal square whilst surrounded by opposing players to roost the ball out to the 50 meter flank to give Ashy some 

much needed breathing space.

Maggie Minchen - a strong contested mark was duly converted from long range for the corresponding goal of the day.

RISING STAR WINNERSRISING STAR WINNERSRISING STAR WINNERSRISING STAR WINNERS

 Youth Girls
The youth girls were a served a reality check after being upgraded to the top division after going undefeated during the 4 week grading period. Playing 15 a side on the massive 

Bulleen Park oval was a considerable challenge against a polished St Mary's team. To Ashy's credit they never gave up and thanks to some spirited play by Pacey Jackson at Full Back 

we were able to reduce the damage on the score board. With the wind behind our backs for the last quarter we managed to kick two goals in the last quarter in an even quarter 

with St Mary's.



Under 8 Red

Coach: Scott Blackman

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 8 White

Coach: Tim Schleiger

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Results

 Under 8 White
It was a hard fought local derby agains the Ashy Blacks playing in perfect late autumn weather conditions. The boys ran hard at the ball and played to their strengths. There was 

great hustle with their defensive play, and the ball was shared around well. The first quarter rained goals with a solid 6 pointer from Lachie Curtain and a swag of 3 once again to 

our very own John Coleman, Jordan Katiforis. We welcomed Jamie Polson back from safari and he got back into the swing of things early with some great (non) tackling. Overall a 

great team effort against a solid opposition. Although scores aren't recorded at this level, the cheers from our boys at the siren indicated that they believed they'd had a consistent 

and successful game. Well Done!

No Results are recorded at this level

Respondent skipped this question

This week we were at home against Ashy Redbacks Green with some more palatable weather than on Mothers Day. Right from the first bounce we could tell we were in for a tough 

match as the opposition had a mix of players with plenty of dash, could kick the ball out of sight and were standing a good foot taller than us. But our Scuba Culture Reds dug in and 

showed plenty of grit. An extremely high standard game followed with plenty of passion and skill. A sneak-peak into the future of the club which looks very bright indeed. A couple 

of match highlights. Definitely our 3rd quarter where we managed 4 goals – most of which were set up in the midfield or even backline with linking handball and running. The other 

highlight for me was a fantastic left foot (non-preferred) kick under pressure by Harvey that Luke Hodge would have been proud of (sure he was given he was watching on the 

sideline). Congratulations to the following award winners this week: • Best Player Medal: Harvey McArthur • Coaches Award: James Harris • Team/Sharing Award: Lachy LcLisky • 

Mark of The Day: Lachlan LeVagueresse

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Not recorded

Ollie Schleiger booted a magnificent set goal from 20m out on the boundary.

James Mariani was grit and determination personified in the clinchers with some tough tackles. Big mention also to Aidan Korff who bounced back quickly 

from a high tackle to deliver a nice free kick into the forward line.

Archie Fogarty was dominant throughout the game and was once again awarded the medallion.

Respondent skipped this question

Josh Cormick took a couple of great marks throughout the match.

Most improved was Lachie Walker. He was right in it today, some great hit outs, ball ups and tried to position himself well to contest the marks.

Respondent skipped this question

Under 8 Red
Scuba Culture



Under 9 Red

Coach: Matt Pietsch

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 9 Black

Coach: Simon Miller

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Ben M - couple of leaping overhead marks.

James O - solid 4 quarter effort and well deserved Opposition medal.

Under 9 Black

Thomas Wrathall courageous mark in backline in first quarter & Hugo Monkivitch's composer shown to mark under pressure in the last line of defence in 4th 

Quarter.

Ben Jones for his persistent effort all day and slick skill to bring his team mates into the game.

Evan McVey (2nd Quarter) Taylor Carlisle (4th Quarter)

Taylor Carlisle in last quarter after a fast centre break from midfield.

Hugo Monkivitch ruck tap down to ollie G for a kick inside fifty, for then to be crumbed by Kade Eardely , who took a dashing run through forward line with 

three bounces evading the opposition but unluckily unable to result in a goal.

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Friends Pharmacy

POPE PACKAGING
Under 9 Red

Charlie Ryan (Medal Winner), Jackson Saunders (Chicken Dinner) Thomas Davies (Money Box) Evan McVey & Ollie Grogan (Frogs)

Today's game was against our neighbourhood rivals in Glen Iris. Our team gave a solid 4 quarter performance with an even contribution from all players. Great to see that our 

structure and positioning was working well, along with some hard running and numbers around the contest. Our aim now is to keep working hard and look for little improvements 

each week.

Results No Results are recorded at this level

James, Ben S, Riley L, Kurt and Lachie

James 1, Lachy 1, Julian 1, Ben M 1, Mitchell 1, Ben S 2, Riley L 2.

Ben S - got into great positions and presented very well, which resulted in multiple goals in the 4th quarter.

Ryan C - for smart use of the footy and great defense. Julian D - for hard running and a couple of fierce tackles..

The boys faced a well drilled and skilful team in Glen Iris this week. The excitement of Luke Hodge's attendance at the club Friday night after training combined with Richmond's nail 

biting win on Saturday night had seemed to leave a few of the boys looking flat in the first quarter and Glen Iris got the jump on the team. Jackson Saunders work hard through the 

midfield and was well supported by Ollie G and Taylor. The backs were under constant attack. Evan, Tom V, Swifty and Dozer worked hard taking marks and repelling the 

oppositions continuos inside 50 delivery.The second quarter changes brought the combinations of of Henry, Thomas D, Tyson, Charlie and Ben Jones into the midfield and these 

boys combined superbly to send the ball into our forward line on numerouse occasions but Evan was the only one to find the goals in this quarter. In the 3rd quarter the team 

played some good passages of play with Hugo, Ollie G Evan finding rhythm thought the mid field. Tom V , Taylor & Kade found their efforts in the forward line un rewarded with no 

goals scored. Charlie and Tom D again battled in the defence. The last quarter saw Bailey Currie build on his reputation as team enforcer with more bone crushing tackling of the 

opposition; a feature of his game since the first quarter bounce. Evan , Kade Ben Jones, Thomas D ploughed on in the mid filed and managed to give forward some opportunity to 

score, but only Taylor had the poise to convert a goal. Charlie was in and under again this quarter. The backline of Hugo, Swifty, Dozer, Ollie P, Tyson & Henry persisted in fighting it 

out until the final siren.



Under 8 Green

Coach: Matt Sharp

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 11 Black

Coach: Matt Burns

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton B 1.1-7 2.4-16 2.4-16 4.7-31

North Brunswick 1.2-8 1.3-9 1.4-10 1.4-10

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Oscar whites little kick to himself of fullback and run 20 meters and then kick it 30 where it rolls another 10 meters and bounces straight up into Cappa’s 

Ronan Shaw's big Specky and winning goal

Respondent skipped this question

 Under 8 Green
Although this week was an away game, we played at 'home' against a strong Ashy Red team in what proved to be the hardest age of the year so far.

Ashburton Meats
Under 11 Black

Great win, well deserved and every player played their part. Even our Gtrain (out due to sickness) was there to cheer on the team. Great to see Owen Cox run out for his 50th game 

and boy what a game he played. Some tough tackling and tremendous pressure got us over the line.

Owen STICKS Cox - 50th game and best game for the year.

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Best player this week was Finn Shaw with a consistent effort across each quarter. Paddy Byrne also played well backing up his rising star award at the Club 

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

The whole Team - wonderful effort by all.

Bryon The Shark Kerr, Ronan Wings Shaw, Angus The Thunder Kenny , and Lach The Bruzer Macneil.

Ronan's Specky grab and go back 30 meters out at 45% and put it straight through the middle.

Results



Colts Red

Coach: Brett Gatehouse

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton R 0 0 0 7.1-43

St Marys 1 0 0 0 4.20-44

Best

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 12 Red

Coach: Phil Hine

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton R 0.1-1 5.2-32 5.2-32 6.2-38

Camberwell 1 2.4-16 3.6-24 6.13-49 8.15-63

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Will Richards, in desperation to prevent a certain Camberwell goal.

Ollie's courageous mark backing into the unknown..

Our 2 Ed's in their efforts in the Ruck against a much bigger Ruckman.

Haylock 2, Hertzel 1, Blaike 1, Bowen 1, Hine 1

Morgans
 Under 12 Red

Noel Jones
Colts Red

Respondent skipped this question

Probably not one specific mark that stood out, but Tommy Moncrieff and Paddy Bohan must have had 20+ marks between them. Great hands from both of 

Results

Jake Mackenzie. Tackled hard all day, including two holding the ball decisions. Really set the standard for the boys all day.

Moncrieff, Heath, Bavage, Bohan, Dahlstrom, Buckley, West

Respondent skipped this question

After our boys won their first four games in Brown Division, we were lifted into Gold with our first challenge being Camberwell. The team began slowly , trailing by 3 goals at the 

first break but found their belief in Q.2 kicking 5 goals to come in at half time 8 pts. up. In the second half we were beaten by a more efficient unit but to the boys credit they fought 

out the game . We will take a lot of positives from the game with the players welcoming their opportunity to play at this elite level before grading and looking ahead to improve.

Billy Cooke against the run of play. Got one over the top and dribbled it through from a tough angle.

Football can really be a cruel sport. So, so close to hanging on to the win this week. Was a matter of seconds between winning and losing but unfortunately thats the nature of our 

unique game and we were unlucky not to run off the ground with the 4 points. Fortunately there are many positives for us to take from the game, and its important that these are 

what we focus on this week, rather than the final score. Our first quarter start was a polar opposite to how we have started each game this year. I challenged the boys to come 

more switched on, focused and ready to go after our poor start last week, and we delivered. We were harder at the football, we tackled with intent and put St Marys 

Greensborough (a top quality team) on the back foot. Not only was our contested game really positive, but we finally started moving the ball like a quality team. Switching the ball 

from half back, taking the game on by running through the middle of the ground, and we gave our forwards opportunities to score with good ball movement. Unfortunately, to the 

credit of our opposition they fought back and worked themselves into the game and we dropped off by only 5-10% allowing them to slowly hit the scoreboard. We were in front all 

game and with less then a second to go St Marys were able to score a point to win by exactly that margin. Like I said, football is a cruel game, but for us we need to focus on what 

we did well, and produce that for all 4 quarters of the game. If we go into next week with the same positive intent, i'm sure the points will go our way. A few individual mentions for 

outstanding performances on the day. Hamish heath set the standard for toughness in the middle of the ground, also rewarded with a couple of goals in the first quarter, still yet to 

see a drop punt from Hammer but continues to impress with his hardness at the ball and leadership around the ground. Conner Bavage was again good at half back, getting plenty 

of the ball and for some reason unable to be tackled again this week. Paddy Bohan and Tommy Moncrieff seemed to have glue on their hands all day, clunking marks all over the 

ground and allowing us to be unbeaten in the air all day. Buckley was again brilliant down back and its great to have him back in the side. All around was a really good team effort 

with next week a focus on maintaining the pressure and intensity throughout the 4 quarters.

Hine, Haylock, Ferguson, H.Jones, Jacotine, ODonnell, Groves, Bell, Horne, Hickey.

Results

Hazzas snap with a legbeak bounce, Warnie would've been proud of.



Under 13 Red

Coach: Gavin Hynes

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Camberwell 1 0 1.1-7 1.1-7 1.1-7

Ashburton R 4.2-26 5.2-32 7.5-47 10.6-66

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 14 Green

Coach: Paul Allen

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton G 0 0 0 8.12-60

Greythorn 0 0 0 18.8-116

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Passage of play in 3rd quarter- John won contest at half back, pass to Luke D, handball to Ossie, pass to Josh, burst through pack, hit up Jack W for set shot 

goal.

 Under 13 Red
The boys played the Sharks today and we were able to win by 7 goals. Our first win this season. It's was a great performance from the boys who all contributed well. Awesome to 

finally get reward for effort!

Ossie, Joel, Jack F, Josh, Luke A, Harry M, Harvey, Tom, Darcy.

Our stoppage work finally clicked and we were winning it from most stoppages.

Josh 3, Joel 2, Jack W 1, Luke D 1, Jack H 1.

Results

Promoted a division after four big wins, and playing a very good opponent who had blown 3 teams away in the new division, the U14 Greens , although losing, was highly 

competitive for 3 quarters, winning or just losing these. One bad quarter into the wing cost the match, but the boys dug in with great contested footy and quick ball movement 

generating goals. Many players got involved in the game in the second half. Generated 20 shots on goal and convincingly won clearances after half time.

 Under 14 Green

Results

John Ashby. Did a fantastic job by going back and matching up and nullifying on their best player (5 goals at half time), competed in air and on ground hard.

Hynesy, Woodsy, Briggsy, Hulk & Gus

Jack F defensive efforts all day, smothers a highlight.

Briggsy, Tank, Browny, Woodsy

Browny after a great effort winning the ball taking on a couple of players and finishing with a well deserved goal!

Jack H. Big grab forward in last quarter.

Marto took plenty and was good to see him back into it!

Harro



Under 9 Teal

Coach: Robert Jurac

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 10 Black

Coach: Marcus Marshall

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Results

Patrick Sutherland weaving through a couple of players is swung in the tackle as he kicks the ball from the pocket and it sails through the goals. Equally 

Patrick Millers snap over the shoulder from a ruck tap was a good as it gets.

Jamie Blackmans centre bounce tap to Emerson who bursts through the middle and kicks to CHF where James McLisky takes a mark running back with the 

flight of the ball, who the plays on and kicks to Robbie Graham in the pocket who plays on and kicks a goal.

James McLisky mark running back with the flight of the ball.

Zac Foster and Finn Hopkins who were digging in, getting the ball out and feeding it out the players on the outside.

There were many plays of the day. The coaches introduced a tactic for the Ruckman to pinpoint their tap outs to position rather than just swatting the footy. 

It worked very well. Charlie Murphy, Fin Sutherland and Oscar Douez displayed excellent awareness and understanding of instructions when they spent time 

in ruck contests.

No Results are recorded at this level

Patrick Hedley, Benj Christie, Oliver Jurac, Andre Maniatis, Charlie Murphy, Oscar Douez.

Benj Christie, Spencer Rehfisch, David Sheddin

Spencer Rehfisch. Spencer picked up a loose ball in the forward line and worked hard to get around to his natural right foot then snapped the ball from 

distance and a tight angle. We all watched on as the footy bounced end over end for a major. Great play Spencer!

Away fixture V Balwyn Tigers. Teal boys were very competitive for the whole game. The 2nd quarter was a standout as Ashy Teal displayed great teamwork and played their best 

quarter for the season.

Andre Maniatis. Andre continued his strong form and gave Ashy Teal a lot of drive with his desire, speed and penetrating left foot. Andre also received a 

heavy knock to his knee before half time but was prepared to run out the game and be a key contributor. Well done Andre!

 Under 10 Black
A great team effort that had all the boys earning there possessions and sharing the ball and the result was outstanding in restricting Brunswick to 1 point. The most pleasing aspect 

of the game was that the entire team followed our number one rule 'GET THE BALL' for the entire match. We had our in and unders in Mac, Zac, Jibber and Finn getting the ball out 

of congestion and strong marking from Tom T, Jamie, Jacob, Ethan and Charlie King. Run through the lines from Emerson, James Jonsen, Patick Miller, and Pat Sutherland opened 

up the game. We had contest winners and position winners in Tom C, Sam R, Noah and Paddy Sharp, together with our crumbers and goal sneaks in Henry and Robbie

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Cannot split marks taken by Blake Stack and Benj Christie. Both players showed amazing focus to keep their eyes on a fast approaching ball and hold on for 

exceptional marks.

Mac Marshall (4), Patrick Sutherland (3), James McLisky (2), Charlie King (2), Emerson Hodder (2) and 1 each to Henry Docherty, Patrick Miller, James Jonsen 

and Robbie Graham.

Emerson, Mac, James McLisky, Patrick Sutherland, James Jonsen, Charlie King, Patrick Miller and Zac Foster.

 Under 9 Teal



Under 10 White

Coach: Simon Martin

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 13 Black

Coach: Tony Smith

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Camberwell 2 1.0-6 3.3-21 3.3-21 5.5-35

Ashburton B 2.0-12 3.1-19 4.2-26 4.2-26

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Top team player today was Aidan Pidgeon. His work ethic, kicking and rebounding was unbelievable.

Sherlock 
Under 13 Black

E. Georgelin, S. Carmody, L. Irwin, J. Hynes

Results

Alexander 2, Abhay 2, Will SR, Aidan, Cam

Coast to coast. Luke at full back, dodges while Alexander shepherds, kicks to Will who knocks on to Angus, Rylan shepherds 2 players, Angus funding Fidel 

We kicked off Mark II of the Camberwell rivalry which I believe will probably run all the way into the finals yesterday with a great start. The lack of team structure that we had last week was reversed this week 

and we used that to our advantage in the first quarter. While it was neck and neck all day we were able to get the ascendancy primarily through the efforts of our onballers with Sam Carmody winning the ruck 

contests, Johnny Hynes cutting the angles on the ground beautifully and kicking long to our advantage and Peter Bohan, Ben Tricarico and Tommy Prior putting a lot of pressure around the ball while winning it 

themselves at the contest. Likewise the forward structure was working really well with Harrsion Cutts, Lachie Irwin (who must love playing against Camberwell), Wilshy Khan, Will Smith, Eddie Georglin, Will 

Byrne-Jones and Jackson Hribar all playing their role well. While we fell down last week on the link between the back line and the forward line we were lucky to find two players in James McLean and Zac 

Gucciardo. Zac doing his role beautifully as a defensive player but James coming to the fore by offering us time and again a player to play through in the middle. The second quarter proved a bit harder as their 

dominant players got on top and continually drove the ball into our backline. While the midfielders continued to work back and Zac was helping out Dom O’Leary, Luka McConchie and Jack Wyld stopped many 

of their forward thrusts while the half back line in Jamie Torey, Steve Moffat, Cam Serpell (who was doing extremely well), Nick Politis and Harrison Boothey (whose tackling was excellent) not only stopped 

the ball coming in, they rebounded really well. We did let them in with 4 minutes to go in the quarter and they scored two goals. The third quarter mirrored the first however our forward structure wasn’t able 

to take advantage of it as we didn’t quite deliver the ball as cleanly as the first and didn’t share it around like we are aiming to do but we still had a one goal lead which looked strong enough. This was a sign of 

things to come and although we had some key injuries at the wrong time we again let them into the game for another 6 minutes and they unfortunately kicked two goals for us to go down by 9 points. A great 

game to watch and it was one of those days where we had more of the ball and controlled the game for longer than them but lost. At the end of the year we would be disappointed with the result but given 

we are still developing as a team it was very encouraging that we are continuing to take steps forward toward our end goals. Well done guys!!!!

See goal of the day above, outstanding team play.

Kai 'the Cat' Lucas series of speckys, each one better than the previous.

Aidan, Kai, Alexander, Will SR, Luke, Will M, Spencer, Rylan, Danny, Abhay, Charlie, Fidel, Cam

Luka McConchie

Jamie Torey's tackle (many tackles) that actually hurt me on the side lines

L. McConchie, J. Hynes, J. Torey-Toth, T. Prior, J. McLean, L. Irwin

John Hynes

No Results are recorded at this level

Sam Carmody's contested mark in the third quarter

MAXA Plumbing
Under 10 White

Having moved up a division post grading, we were expecting a real test for the day trip to Warrandyte. Our slow starts to games continued as we lost the first goal but the character 

of the team really shone through. Will SR kicked a goal in the first quarter and we went in 2 points down. The boys then got their passing going with 3 goals to 1 in the 2nd with the 

highlight being a coast to coast goal beginning with Luke at full back, and another 5 boys involved before Abhay finished it off. The goal of the season so far. After half time we 

locked Warrandyte down with them scoring just one point as we kicked another 3 goals. Really impressive pressure, shepherding, kicking and marking as the boys revelled in the 

occasion. Awesome stuff, best performance of the season.

Results



Under 14 Black

Coach: Leigh Muller

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton B 0 0 0 3.10-28

Canterbury R 0 0 0 10.12-72

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 8 Black

Coach: Mick McKenna

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Playing Canterbury dropping down from the division above the Blacks found it hard going. The boys competed well for the four quarters, the final quarter our best. We had enough 

of the ball but couldn't find an avenue to goal. Back line steady and reliable as it has been all season. The manner in which both teams played the game should be applauded.

Jack Parisi leading the backline. Hayden Reed never beaten in a 1 on 1. Keegan Eardley, Quinn Shwarz, Joe Hunt, Charlie Briglia, Oscar King.

Alex Taylor took a great mark in the forward line in the last quarter and then had a long shot at goal that fell just short. Great effort.

Under 14 Black
K&B Adams

James Harris, Sam Hoy, Josh Murray, Will McKenna, Max Signorelli, Jasper Tudor, Lachie Frazer.

Respondent skipped this question

Max Signorelli with a kick from the pocket back over his head, amazing goal

Xavier Tran is the ultimate team player, every time he gets the ball he looks to hand ball to his team mates. James Tan will always look to pass the ball to a 

team mate in any position.

James Merida used every part of his body to trap the ball, even using his bum to sit on the ball. Sam Barclay with an amazing tackle in the last quarter.

What an awesome day to play footy!!! Sun out, no wind and a group of boys keen to run around!!! One simple plan today, to have fun!!! And did the boys ever. Was great to watch 

passages of play that went from a kick out of full back to the forward line with the opposition touching the ball. When it came time for their turn to get the ball everybody put their 

heads over the ball and went and got it. I couldn't be prouder of the endeavour the boys showed.

Quinn Shwarz 1 Ted McCarthy 1 Darcy Fraser 1

Quinn Shwarz strong mark and go back and kick from a tight angle.

Late in the game Ashy got outnumbered down back by some hard running Canterbury midfielders. Jack Parisi gathered on the run, had four to beat, fended 

off repeated tackles, keep his feet to clear the ball to our breaking players for another Ashy counter attack.

 Under 8 Black

Darcy Fraser and Jacob Nikitas both doing the things only their coaches notice.

Joe Hunt making a habit of taking strong intercept marks in defence. Reading the ball really well.

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Results



Under 10 Green

Coach: Lisa Drought

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Colts Green

Coach: Simon Brownhill

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Fitzroy 3 2.0-12 6.1-37 6.2-38 9.3-57

Ashburton G 4.1-25 4.3-27 6.5-41 9.5-59

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

A terrific game from our boys against lovely Lachlan's team of Kew Comets. This is the second time we've played Kew this year and we won both matches. On Sunday our boys took 

home the chocolates 10 goals four points 64 to Kew two goals straight 12 points We also lent Kew two or three players each quarter to top them up for the game when they had a 

couple of no shows and I was proud of the way our boys handled that request.

all players played a great game

none recorded

Sunday was a great team effort win.

Wheels gathering the ball out of the centre, tapping it to Wheels, who got it to Wheels, who had a couple of bounces and delivered it lace out to Woodsy for 

another goal. Nathan Buckley-esque.

Woodsy took a couple of great marks in the forward line and Archie RD marked very surely at full back several times to deny the opposition a goal.

Riles had a great team game - working with Kit, Mack, Marcus and others to give us first use out of the midfield. All the boys played really well as a team. The 

coaches were extremely proud.

na

Colts Green
L.ARTHUR TRANSPORT

All the goals were fantastic and they come as a result of the boys really listening to their coaches, holding their positions, and following our game plan. The 

forwards don't get shots on goals unless our backline and midfield do their jobs really well.

na

Na

Results

No Results are recorded at this level

Woodsy (4), Tom RB (2) and singles to Swoop, Crusher, Jacko and Sammy J.

Results

Evolution Business Systems

 Under 10 Green

Hard to go past Woodsy with four goals but Wheels took home the opposition medal with some great general play all day. He was also our captain on Sunday 

and played his 25th game so enjoyed a fantastic day out. Archie RD showed a clean pair of heels and a steady pair of hands in the backline and Riles provided 

some great grunt through the midfield. Jacko was also fabulous and was our Pollo player of the day. .

na



Under 14 Red

Coach: Steve Worner

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Kew Rovers 6.4-40 9.5-59 10.6-66 12.9-81

Ashburton R 1.1-7 2.6-18 5.10-40 8.11-59

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 15 Girls Red
Coach

Coach: David Cooper

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton R 0 0 0 0

St Marys 1 0 0 0 14.32-116

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

George Bacolas Brayden Fleming Dylan Thomas Oscar Hunter Declan Savage Nick Bennett Angus Wells

 Under 15 Girls Red
Bendigo Bank

Declan Savage

Results

Under 14 Red

Sally Gillion Tackling

Ryan Valentine

Steph Cooper

Margie Purcell

Sally Gillion Indya Sandhu Emerson Angove

Nil

Nil

Respondent skipped this question

Oscar Hunter 2 Josh Keble 2 Ryan Valentine Jem Oner Karl Worner Tyler Sellers

Tyler Sellers

Boys too slow out of the blocks and not prepared to man up early. 6 goals behind before they realised they can play good football. They won the next 3 quarters and went down by 

22 Points. Great the boys fought it out after quarter time when they received a good burst from the coach but it should not get to that point every week of slow starts.

Well 1st game in Div 1. And the scores say it all. But to the girls credit it could have been a lot worse. We all know that we have a lot to work on.

Results

SHARP COPIERS/DDS



Under 15 Boys

Coach: Ryan McDonough

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied

Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 13 Green

Coach: Ged Walsh

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Surrey Park W 3.2-20 5.5-35 8.5-53 9.9-63

Ashburton G 0 1.2-8 1.3-15 2.5-17

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Respondent skipped this question

Harry Livens was asked to play many different roles throughout the day and performed them very well for the whole day. Whether it was playing half 

forward in the ruck or down back his intensity level never ever dropped and he showed the level to be at all day.

Results

 Under 13 Green

Gus Molden Harry Livens Eamon Noonan

Petro was our work horse out there today. He was at every contest laying super tackles and bringing his team mates into the games with his slick handballs 

out of the packs.

It was beautiful to watch this great use of the ball from half back to our forward line. It started with Mini T down back, then Stompa and Josh flicked it 

Results

To start the day we actually had a bench as a team so that was already an improvement on the previous weeks where the boys had to play with 18. Unfortunately the opposition 

got a jump start on us and went up 5 goals to 0 very quickly but to the boys credit they were able to stay in the game until half time with us trading goals for the rest of the half. In 

the second half the other teams class began to show and they were able to outrun and outwork us for longer. A couple of super performances from Gus Molden and Harry Livens 

were bright spots as well as many others throughout the day.

With the ball coming out of the back half close to the boundary Max was all alone against 3 guys and if he didn't at least halve the contest we were going to 

concede a goal. Not only did he halve the contest he was able to win the footy and get the ball going our way. With it being late in the 3rd quarter the effort 

shown was absolutely outstanding.

Another really solid backmans mark Deep in Defence on the goal by Austin stopped a certain goal.

PHYSIOWORKS
Under 15 Boys

Gus Molden 2 Tom Briggs 1 Tom Coyle 1

Respondent skipped this question

Today was a tough day at the office with the bigger and stronger Surrey Park taking the points. The boys battled hard and our attack on the ball cannot be questioned. We can see 

our hard work is starting to pay off and a win is just around the corner.

Petro Hudson Aiden Watson Cal Anderson Harry Peitsch

Oli Kamo-Fejes Ben Eldridge

Benny Eldridge - a big booming 45m torpedo, which bought back memories of Malcolm Blight playing for North Melbourne in the 80'w



Under 12 Black

Coach: Greg Dixon

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Brunswick 1.0-6 1.0-6 1.2-8 2.6-18

Ashburton B 1.3-9 4.7-31 6.8-44 10.8-68

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 11 Red

Coach: Greg Lasscock

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Kew Rovers B 0 0 0 0.0-24

Ashburton R 0 0 0 0.0-53

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Results

Noah Caruso

Mazza, Francis, Lasscock, Kotis , Adams, Sheridan, Parkinson

Alexander Temmhoff

Jack Alsop and Max Miller

Henry Lasscock

Will Hearn beating 2 players and keeping the ball alive on the outer wing.

Rory Finestone.

 Under 11 Red
Boys stated well with 4 q1 goals and maintained that lead all day. Excellent intensity and effort around the contest with good skills and team play resulting in some free flowing 

skilfull football.

Max Miller, Jack Alsop, Aidan Leiner. Cameron Witt, Cameron Orton, Cameron Proposch, Alexander Temmhoff, Cal Lehr, Matty Mitchell, Xandy Mathieson, 

Luke Caddy, Jordan Culbert

Lasscock 3, Parkinson 3, Docherty 1, Tuszynski 1.

Results

Alexander Temmhoff

Jack Alsop set up a great passage of play passing through 7 sets of hands to end in a great team goal.

 Under 12 Black
The size of the Brunswick Dragons ruckman and full forward as well as the enormous Gillon Oval did not deter the U12 Blacks. Playing as a team, there were selfless passes to team 

mates in better positions resulting in points on the scoreboard- great handballing to each other, out- playing the Dragons. Big long kicks were our task of the day and we booted 

that ball down the field to have seven team mates kick goals.

Alexander Temmhoff 3, Max Miller 2 and singles to Harrison Haintz, Jack Alsop, Tom Zvirbulis, Will Orton and Matty Mitchell



Under 11 Green

Coach: Dale Rowley

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton G 0 1.1-7 1.2-8 3.3-21

Park Orchards B 3.6-24 5.8-38 7.11-53 8.13-61

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 12 Green

Coach: Bill Mithen

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Bulleen Templestowe 0 0 0 4.8-32

Ashburton G 0 0 0 4.7-31

Best 

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Will Rowley with a strong chest mark in the backline with the opposition all around him and ready to pounce

Zack running off half back repeatedly kicking the ball long to our advantage

Results

Finn Jesson and James Davies were huge today. Particularly when they were in the backline. They held held the defence together - tackling, playing in front, 

playing contested footy and clearing the ball time and time again.

Gus S took a number of great marks but in the last quarter when it was tight he took a contested pack mark from three deep when he was at centre half 

forward.

 Under 11 Green
Against good opposition that got away from us at the start of the game we managed to hold our for the rest of the game winning the final quarter. Fantastic intensity and tackling 

pressure from the whole group. As a team we are working on our kicking efficiency and moving the ball quickly to the best option.

Sean Egan -2 James Kerr - 1

Sean Egan with a kick back over the head

Elijah and Fergus linking up with sharp handballs as they ran the ball down the wing.

Great game of under 12 footy today. We were put up a division into Brown after the grading games and this was our first match in the higher division. We were 5 points in front 

with 1 minute to go after a great piece of team play got the ball into Aden Shinnick's hands and he delivered a calm set shot goal. Unfortunately Bulleen- Templestowe had one last 

goal in them and we ultimately lost by 1 point. The boys played a terrific, hard game of footy and we were all very proud of their efforts in the higher grade.

FITZROYS
Under 12 Green

Zack Thurman Sean Egan, Ollie Hobday, James Kerr, Charlie Matthews

Joel Tyquin took a great intercept mark as the opposition were coming out of their background. He was forced to play on and running towards the boundary 

snapped a great goal over his left shoulder.

James Davie took a mark at half back and instead of kicking to congestion down the wing he opens up the game and kicked towards Matthew Jefferson in he 

middle. MJ took the mark kicked wide to Ben M who played quickly and hand balled to Hugh who handballed to MJ who had run on. He was then able to 

have a shot on goal and kicked truly.

Davies, Jesson, McCarthy, Branagan, Jefferson, Mithen

Jefferson, Tyquin, McCarthy, Shinnick

Results



Under 9 White

Coach: Simon Goodwin

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 10 Red

Coach: Adem Yze

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player Not supplied

 Under 10 Red
No Comments Submitted

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Not Supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

 Under 9 White

No Results are recorded at this levelResults

Evan McMahen, Q4, centre square, huge pack.

Josh 'The Warden' Martin.

Louis Jones, Q3 right side of foot, forward flank, on the run, on the siren.

Round 5, 15 May 2016 Ashy Redbacks v Glen Iris Gladiators – Match report by Mark Branagan After being treated to a local derby against Ashy Redback Bs last week, round 5 saw 

another derby of sorts, this time a clash with traditional local rivals, the neighbouring Glen Iris Gladiators. Unlike the original gladiators of ancient Rome, this line-up from Rhigetti 

Oval was slightly younger, a polished and skilful under 9s outfit. Our skipper du jour Ethan Georgiades took his captaincy duties seriously, admirably sprinting out of the rooms for 

the first bounce and almost leaving his team mates behind. Undaunted, the Edge rebounded for a quick double-take, this time with full team in tow. From the bounce, this match 

was an action packed affair with good play and goals galore. The visitors knuckled down to business early, using the slope to advantage with some fine goal scoring. However, the 

Gladiators' run was stopped by a stirring long bomb off the paint at half forward from The Professor, George Adams, followed by a brilliant goal square snap by Lucas Showboat 

Simionato. But it was in defence that the Redbacks worked hardest through Teddy 'Betts' Hall and The Postman, Jack Urquhart who, like his dad at Australia Post, put his stamp on 

every reliable delivery. As the contest heated up, The Grinder, Gus Grainger began to dominate proceedings in the middle. While his dad, Julian professes to know nothing about 

Aussie Rules, it should be noted that he himself was a former champion lacrosse player, once winning the coveted La Croix de Cologne. To use the language of lacrosse, Dad 

beamed as the Grinder snagged two 'popcorns' (nice shots) into the 'rack' (goals) during the second quarter. The match tightened up after the long break. The Gate Gough kept his 

own defenders on their toes with a tidy back pass that almost toppled a disbelieving Angus 'the Anvil' Macmillan who had the shocked look of a Myki ticket inspector directed to 

work overtime on Christmas Day. In the midst of all this, Ev Dog McMahen pulled down a screamer in midfield, while Eddie 'Good News' Goodwin raced from contest to contest, 

bouncing and jinking, his little legs pumping faster than a Nigel Smart stroll over a cricket pitch full of raging hot coals. Jonny 'the B Double' Branagan played his best game to date, 

barging through heavy traffic like a runaway road freight train with no brakes and a malfunctioning E-tag. The B Double just missed an agonising goal snap as the home side lifted 

intensity. And as pressure built towards the end, it was Jayden Rowdy Reid who kept his cool with his trade mark minimum of fuss. A truly entertaining game – well done to both 

sides.

Grainger, Goodwin, Hall, Branagan, Adams, Reid, Martin, Urquhart

Grainger 2; Adams, Simionato, Hall, Reid, Jones 1

Teddy Hall and Eddie Goodwin, defending against Q4 barrage.



Under 15 Girls Green

Coach: Kim Ledder

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton G 1.1-7 4.2-26 4.2-26 7.6-48

Whitehorse Colts 1.1-7 1.1-7 2.6-18 2.7-19

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 9 Green

Coach: Stephen Worthley

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Not Supplied

Results No Results are recorded at this level

 Under 9 Green

Sophie, stepped up her game, and was there when the team needed her.

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Sports Mouth Guard

Results

Eliza, Erin, Alex B

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

 Under 15 Girls Green

Not Comments Submitted

Not supplied

Not supplied

After notching up our first win of the season last week, we were looking forward to testing our skills against a team that was demoted after grading. Whitehorse Colts have a team 

with great intensity, but the Ashy Girls kept the pressure on and after a 3qtr slump, brought the game back to take the win.



www.ashburtonmeats.com.au


